
Part 2 - True Constitution Petitions 

 

 

 

INVOCATION:  Majestic ‘I AM’ Presence, We Call to You In the Oneness of Our 
Hearts, as We Recognize and Feel the Power, the Reality, the Love and Peace of the 
Angelic Host.  Guardian Presence, You are the Open Door Into the Realm of Light to 
Mankind.  Bestow Your Infinite Perfection and Boundless Power Upon Each Life Flame.  
In Oneness With You, Expand Within Our Hearts, the Sacred White Fire Light of Your 
Cosmic Christ Love and Pour Forth Your Love In Action Into the outer World for All 
Eternity.  Beings of The Sacred Fire May Your Light Penetrate the shadows of human 
distress.  Release Your Blessings and Luminous Beauty to mankind, Protecting All Life 
and Manifestations That is Constructive. 

Beloved Karmic Board of Directors, Holy Brother St. Germain and All Ascended Masters 
and God Intelligences, Reach Into the Hearts and minds of All mankind for a Greater 
Expansion of the Light and Love from The Ascended Masters’ Octaves.  We Love the 
Light, We Command and Demand the Outpouring of Its Blazing Sacred Cosmic White 
Fire Substance to Surround Us Wherever We Go!  May We Feel the Peace of Your Love 
and the Power of Light to Expand Within Us.   

THE ELEMENTAL GRACE ALLIANCE COUNCIL, THE HUMAN CONTINGENCY: - Esteemed 
Directors of the Karmic Board, The Great Divine Director (Representing the First Ray), 
the Goddess of Liberty (Second Ray), Ascended Lady Master Nada (Third Ray), Elohim 
Cyclopea (Fourth Ray), Pallas Athena, the Goddess of Truth (Fifth Ray), Lady Portia, Goddess 
of Justice (Sixth Ray) and Beloved Kuan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy (Seventh Ray) and Buddha 
Vairochana, One of the Five Dhyani Buddhas.  As We Stand Before You as the Humans upon 
the Ground this day, We Are Magnetizing Forth All Those Who have Pledged and Covenanted 
Their Divine Allegiance and Support to assist in the Raising of this Mighty God Plan, The 
Elemental Grace Alliance Council to its Mighty Victory for All of Humanity!  We herewith Call 
Forth the Mighty 7 Divine Consorts of the Elohim and Eloah, The Mighty 5 Secret Elohim.  We 
Call Forth Our Holy Brother St. Germain, Lord Jesus the Christ, Lord Melchizedek, Lord 
Metatron, Lord Sanat Kumara and Lord Michael.   

We Call Forth the Gods and Goddesses of the Mountain Ranges to be with Us Now and 
Forever!  We Call Forth All Chohans, Ascended Masters, Archangels and All Solar Spheres of 
the Angelic Realms including the Devic, Cherubic Host and the Seraphim of Power.  We Call 
Forth the Divine Directors of the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host as well as the Mighty 
Benevolent Dragon Kingdoms.  We Call Forth All Masters of the New Ashramic Groups.  We 
Call Forth All Members of the Elemental Grace Alliance Council in All 7 Spheres of God’s 
Creation; We Call Forth the Order of Melchizedek Most High! All to Come Forward in Support 
of Us in this Endeavour showing The Proof of Our Devotion to the Board of Directors, 
Radiating Our Presence, Our Mighty Forcefield, that We May have Once Again Magnetized to 
Us for the Execution of this Divine and Marvellous God Plan to Show Camaraderie, Solidarity 
and Unity Consciousness herein, Through This Gathering of Kindred Spirit in Divine Service to 
Humanity, The Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host and All God Life Everywhere. 



We Call Upon Archangel Michael to Place His Mighty Legions of Angelic Presences’ Around 
this Hallowed and Sincere Petition, seeing to it that no outside influences affect this 
Presentation.  Within This Holy Petition, We Create a Vortex or Tube of Impenetrable Light, 
Surrounding Each of Us Here and There, from anything or anyone who does not have the Eyes 
of God to See, The Ears of God to Hear or the Truth of God To Know the Truth of God’s 
Dominion Throughout the Cosmoses!  We Are Here and There, ‘THAT MIGHTY FLAGPOLE’ that 
Pierces through All astral dimensional planes, archetypal programs, thoughtforms and 
manifestations.  WE SEEK ONLY THE TRUTH! 

Beloved Family of Light, We Stand before The Karmic Board today Together As One, Humbled 
and yet with Great Love within Our Hearts and Minds.  A Task has been placed into Our Hands 
and Hearts to Ground into Mother Earth, A Task, that from the Human perspective does not 
come easily or in any form of plain-spoken Directive from Our Higher Connections within the 
Inner Realms and Other Higher Dimensional Fields, yet, We are Open to Receive and what We 
Sense from of Our Divine Impressions from the Sponsors and Masters, We Listen with our 
Minds, Hearts, Eyes and Ears Open and follow the Inner Guidance as best we can to assist in 
Raising the Consciousness of Humanity as High as possible within each Eternal Moment! 

We Know through past experiences, that not all We do here upon Mother Gaia comes from 
the most Perfected State of Our present Conscious Awareness, but Perfection IS what We 
Seek, The Perfection of God Life and the Correct and Rightful Application of such Perfection 
in sharing with Our Beloved Brothers and Sisters with Us Here and There. 

It was Our Beloved Brother St. Germain Who Initiated a Task for Us, that was to Create a ‘True 
Constitution’ for the Elemental Grace Alliance.  He provided Directions and Guidance that we 
have done Our best to follow since that time!   

His Discourse to Us explains much toward this Purpose. ‘2 Transformation Alchemy Class 
Understanding Is The Focus St Germain 20200531’. 

What has transpired since engaging within that Invitation by Him, We have Discovered that 
that not only was it to be for the Elemental Grace Alliance Council here upon Earth, but more 
so, the Whole of Humanity as We Enter more deeply into the New 7th Golden Age.  The most 
prominent Guidance He gave was from a Question that was asked that related to this context 
that was given in another Discourse, ‘9 Twelve Mind Powers Divine Order Charles Fillmore 
Master Hilarion, 19180823’, where Jesus shared a statement therein that read. 

"Do not dogmatize in creed, or statement of being, as a governing rule of thought and action 
for those who join your organization.  These things are limitations and they often prevent 
free development because of foolish insistence on consistency.”   

This was a powerful statement that was felt to underpin the New ‘True Constitution’ and so 
it was placed in other words to try and understand better, yet the statement still required 
Qualification for Us!  In other words, 

“Do not rationalize or intellectualize in principle, or give your faith to, or place any assertion 
over any individual or group consciousness, as a governing order of thought or action of 
those who may join your living organism.  These things are limitations and they often 
prevent free development because of the consistency of working from untruths or old belief 
paradigms”.   



Question to St. Germain. 

“Can you please put all this into perspective within the EGA Group Membership and Rightful 
Application to All activities, no matter what they may be, so we may all move forward with 
Greater ‘Divine Understanding’ of the Divine Truth?  Bless You.” 

St. GERMAIN:  Indeed!  Dear Ones, this is a very good question and one that leads Us into the 
next phase of the Alchemical Transformation Class (ATC) Teachings.  It is good to see that 
within the Class there are those of you who are genuinely examining in more depth the 
Discourses given to the EGA for the Purposefulness of the Implementation and Performance 
of the Grants Highlighted and Bestowed upon the EGA thus far.  I cannot express enough the 
need for this throughout the Whole of the EGA within a United Group Effort at this time. 

In answer to your question, you would accept that in the past many religious groups had 
certain personal agendas that were intended that were not of God’s Love and so such 
applications of and you used this word with precision, ‘orders’ to obey!  Many world groups 
still today, continue as individual factions within all parts of world activities and do it with 
strength, power, impositions and through the forces of darkness.  Any well Intended Rightful 
Application will go to extraordinary lengths to find the Truth and then to facilitate how they 
apply it for the Greatest Good of All Concerned.  Sadly, not all people in the world are here to 
be of Divine Service to Humanity or any other life form for that matter. 

The answer is simple in words, not so simple in the Rightful Application to All of God Life. 

The short answer is, directly after that statement it goes on to say ‘The creed that you write 
today may not fit the viewpoint of tomorrow; hence the safe and sure religious foundation for 
all men is that laid down by Jesus, The Spirit of Truth shall Guide you into all the Truth.  A 
statement setting forth the teaching of a religious institution is essential, but compelling 
clauses should be omitted’.   

Therefore, anything one does must follow Cosmic Law based upon the Impersonal Life and 
not the personality life!  If one were to follow the Living Example of Jesus the Christ, ‘In The 
Spirit of Truth’, then it shall be the Path to take to seek out All Truth!  The moment one 
implements a personality aspect within the Task, Deed, or Vision then these are the clauses 
that will not apply! 

I Know, the question has been based upon the concern upon the Laws that I Myself have 
Applied to this Class and that this Truth conflicts in some way, in your mind, as to what the 
Master DK has shared about Divine Economy and those drawn to it, where resonance is not 
as important and focus can be multilayered, etc.  However, We are not speaking of the same 
Facets of Group Participation, Group Effort, Unified Cohesion, Group Awareness, Group 
Function or Group Attention to Purpose.  Brother Djwhal Khul is Absolutely Correct and within 
the Law of the Impersonality Life with personality visions, which are True to the Cosmic Laws 
and are well Applied to those endeavours.  Yet So ‘I AM’!  The difference is Solely the Vision, 
Focus, Attention, Function and Purpose. 

Master DK, The Great Divine Director, Beloved El Morya and Master Hilarion, all have one of 
Their Focuses upon the Laws of Divine Economy.  I, as well as many Others, have a Focus on 
the speeding up of the Impending need to Formulate and Make Manifest the Living Platform 
for the New Erthe Christ Councils to be Grounded.  That means, in many ways, that if We look 



at Divine Order, the efficacy of Divine Economy will only come when sufficient people have 
Greater Awareness of what the Christ Councils represent and how they Function.   

This Class then, is VERY SPECIFIC, in that as We have told you, is to fast track those ready to 
move into the Manifestation of these Councils of Light within the environments of  what We 
are deeming to be Etheric Temples such as the EGA Headquarters, Pyramidal Narayana Joy 
Sanctuaries and Communities!  This in turn, is Cosmic Law and that is why I ONLY Desire those 
of you herein, who will give your Undivided Attention to the Training, which I have Accepted 
from God, as My Role to Support those in the most advantageous places to succeed in the 
shortest time possible!  All else have no place here, for their present Vision, Focus, Attention, 
Function and Purpose and more importantly Effort and Obedience to their ‘I AM’ Presence is 
not consistent of what this Class represents or requires.   

This, in no way, can be fudged by the ego personality, for as I have told you, Nature or Natural 
Law or Cosmic Law only Knows Truth and is not personal, it is Impersonal!  And here We are 
dealing with Impersonality!  This is where the Vision of Each Member here MUST be 
Absolutely in Alignment upon ALL Levels of this particular, Shamballa Endeavour, as Part of 
the Core Embodiment or the Esoteric Vision and not the more public embodiment that 
entails a wider field of engagement and more exoteric visions.  This is a Divine Plan Created, 
Endowed and Empowered within the Chambers of Shamballa and is not a human plan that 
some continue to feel is not True To Life or is Unassailable and not Guaranteed to Succeed.  
Success Dear Ones, is in the eyes of the beholder and the One’s Who Know the Vision of Their 
Own Soul and who have no doubts being imposed by their ego-personality.  Doubt has no 
place in Manifestation or Precipitation, not at any Level!”  End Excerpt. 

We have taken strict adherence to these words and tried Favorably to reflect all that has been 
detailed within the ‘True Constitution’ Indenture.  Our success will be Your Reassurances or 
editing requirements.  We shall await Our Instructions in due course! 

In the Discourse, ‘3 Ascension Alchemy Class Creative Father Consciousness St Germain 
20200331’.  St. Germain truly set in place the very foundation of why He asked the EGA to 
begin and Formalize The New ‘True Constitution’.  He reminded Us of what Christ Jesus 
Shared in His Christ Letter Number 1.  And although I wish to attach this entire Discourse to 
this Petition, space herein is not available.  But let it be said that it is of Major Importance for 
anyone upon Earth who wishes to Join and Assign Their Consciousness and Energies to this 
‘True Constitution’, the very foundation of the reason why, is clearly defined with the above 
Discourse ‘1 Christ Returns Speaks His Truth Jesus The Christ Letter 1, 19960706’, excerpt 
therein. 

For now, I wish to draw from it an excerpt.   

URGENT NEED FOR A HIGHER VISION 

It must be widely accepted there is a HIGHER VISION to strive to implement in your daily lives. 

It is only by reaching for a higher vision that the physical world will be rescued from 
wholesale annihilation. 

Without the vision either for the self or for the world, there can be no spiritual evolution or 
the achievement of those things greatly desired.  At the present time, your perception of life 
is one of travail and deprivation.  These beliefs are shockingly depicted and re-enforced by 



your TV viewing.  They later bring upon you the misery you hope will never happen to you. 

Therefore, to save you from your own folly expressed through the media and TV, the ‘human 
consciousness’ must be SPEEDILY uplifted to see what I saw in the desert, the Reality of Love 
behind and within all existence. 

N.B.  When this great truth is both perceived and warmly acknowledged, the Reality of Love 
will begin to manifest Itself in multiple ways in every living thing and in the environment 
itself.  The experience of abundance and joy will reinforce the consciousness of abundance 
and joy.  And so, a spiritual spiral of ever more exalted and wondrous living will be set in 
motion.  When the TRUE nature of ‘Being’ is fully understood, humanity will move on to the 
next rung of spiritual evolution and will put into motion a new and blessed form of human 
endeavour and personal experience.  To achieve these goals, humanity must first gain insight 
into:  What and Who you are.  A new and important question is already coming into people’s 
consciousness.  ‘Who are you, really, behind the facade you present to the world’?  What 
does it take to be REAL? 

“It is this question of ‘Who you really are’ which is answered, on every level of your being, 
within these pages.  And if you can accept as your own guidelines for daily living, all that I 
understood during my six-weeks ‘desert’ experience, you too will eventually become 
WHOLE and REAL even as I became WHOLE and REAL before I commenced my ministry of 
healing and teaching. 

There are many thousands of people in your world today, consistently relying on the Universal 
Father Creator to fulfil their every need and witnessing to the manifold blessings in their lives. 

Abandon fears, they have availed you nothing.  Now turn to the Universal Father Creator, as 
the SOURCE OF YOUR BEING, conception, growth, development, nutrition, regeneration, 
healing, fulfilment of your every need, PROTECTION, all within a system of SPIRITUAL LAW & 
ORDER.  Realize that all this wonderful work is constructive, purposeful, orderly.  You truly 
have a MASTER MIND behind you, your family and living conditions.  TRUST It.  Do not allow 
your thinking to spoil the Divine Creative Operation! 

Remember, above all, that I, the CHRIST, only performed my so-called miracles because I 
realized that the ‘Kingdom of God’ was within me and that I could always rely on my Creator 
Father to do the work in and through me.  Remember that you only have an individual 
consciousness because you have drawn it from the ‘Creative Father Consciousness’. 

When your personal consciousness is fully cleansed of negativity, you will discover that you, 
too, have become a purified channel of Creative Father Consciousness.  You will also be a 
joyous source of growth, nutrition, healing, nurturing, protection, fulfilment of need, within 
a system of good organizational law and order to all who come within your orbit.  This 
powerful influence will be extended through your mind to your families, friends, neighbours, 
farmlands and your animals and crops. 

Even as electricity passed through your hands will light a Bunsen burner in a laboratory, so 
will your LIFE FORCE radiations benefit all who come within your radius of influence. 

This was the intention behind creation.  You were intended to express Universal Creative 
Consciousness through your mind and heart.  I, the CHRIST, have come at this time to show 



you how to do this.  First of all, consider my ‘state of consciousness’ when I performed my so-
called miracles.”  End Excerpt. 

Beloved St. Germain helped us to go deeper with the Preparation and Formulation of the 
‘True Constitution’ by explaining in greater detail what was been done, to make this next Step 
more Attainable and this too I would invite that this Discourse be also added as an addendum 
to this Petition as Proof of Purpose, Truth of Will and Qualification of All that We do, to try 
and keep up with all the potential and maximum changes that are available to Us to Expand 
and Unite The Human Evolutionary Path now.   

‘6 Ascension Alchemy Class Global Day Of Independence St Germain 20200403’. 

St. Germain told Us, speaking of a preliminary World Event of the ‘Global Day Of 
Independence’ in preparation of the Signing and Execution of the ‘True Constitution’,  
nothing has been left to chance, We Know this through First-Hand Experience so many times 
now and the very reason We give so much of ourselves to this God Given Plan.  He said, 

“Dear Hearts, The Whole Company of Heaven, in All 7 Spheres of Creation, including All 9 
Levels of Dimension of the Angelic Realms, have been addressed through Shamballa, 
Hierarchy and Humanity and now here within the Realms of the Supplementary 7, Humanity 
upon the Ground, of what is going to begin to take place in, upon and around the world 
beginning tomorrow, 4th April 2020.  Each Participant within all the Higher Realms of the 
Unseen Beings and We are Speaking of billions upon billions of God Beings, All have now been 
given throughout Their Own Individualized Groups what Their Roles Will Be and how to 
Execute Their Tasks.  Be it known however, that there are many Levels of Elementals, Devas 
and Angelic Host Realms Who do not have the Freedom to Act in ways of Free Will 
Consciousness, so These Dear Hearts Will Be Guided, Instructed and Overseen By Their Own 
Directors or Higher Intelligences. 

“This Operation is MASSIVE!  And it has been and remains your RESPONSIBILITIES here in this 
Class, of which has been a Combined Elemental Grace Alliance Council Progressive Effort, that 
has Allowed for this to become possible, mostly unconscious, I add for clarification.  So for 
those who may read this in the future, this is NOT about those within this physical 
Individualized Alchemy Class Environment today, but the Effort of many tens of millions over 
the past 2000 years upon the Planet all of whom have supported this eventuation for this 
Mighty Charge now, being ready for such a Grand Undertaking.”  End Excerpt.   

Dear Brothers and Sisters All, when St. Germain shared with us. 

“Alchemy within the Piscean Age was both Divine Art and Science when rightfully practiced.  
However, Groups of New World Servers are being called to recalibrate the Laws that were 
tailored for the past age, so that they can fit the New Golden Age.  Until one has worn a 
tailored suit, it is impossible to understand how right the fit is when tailored to the body.  Until 
the Disciple-Initiates of the current time pull down, as Brother Djwhal Khul has pointed out, 
the Seed Idea of the New Laws for Divine Alchemy, the Progress required will not be fully 
embraced.  Not only must new meanings be discerned, but the uses to which this Sacred 
Science is presently put, must be Translated to a Higher Dimension so that they can be 
correctly Grounded upon the New Erthe.”  End Excerpt 

We Knew that this too was part of the Overall Divine Plan and how it must unfold within the 
New ‘True Constitution’.  So as part of this Petition We place here within the Intentional 



Efforts that are presently being engaged, to create a Template for the beginning of such 
tailoring of Cosmic Laws for the New Golden Age.  As expansive as it is, We continue to do 
what can be done, in accordance with Our own capacities here upon and within the present 
constraints of the human conditions.  This Too Will Pass, but We are open to receive as much 
help as possible at any moment!  And the Granting of this Petition will open the door for so 
many to come and take up their Positions of Higher Guiding Love In Action. 

As you know by now Beloved Masters, as Our previous Petitions will testify, We must continue 
on to Honour the Search for ‘The Spirit Of Truth’ and for that We must maintain Our 
Persistence and Consistency to be Clear In Our Consciousness as to what We are Here to 
Attest, Verify and Qualify to, with the Proof of Our Own Understanding and Comprehension 
of the Work We have All Vowed and Pledged to Give Our Divine Faith and Trust to, as Servants 
of God’s Divine Plans.  This Petition then, remains yet again one that We will go to 
extraordinary lengths to obtain the Trust to be Given even Greater Responsibilities.  Just as 
Our Beloved Brother Confirms when He said, 

‘Any well Intended Rightful Application will go to extraordinary lengths to find the Truth and 
then to facilitate how they apply it for the Greatest Good of All Concerned.’  

May We Close with this Benediction. 

BENEDICTION:  We Give Praise to the ‘I AM’ Presence for the Breath of Your Divine 
Consciousness, Keeping Us Poised in the Christ Consciousness of Your Love and 
Forgiveness in All Dimensions.  Glorified Are We in Your Wondrous Radiance Where 
We Can See into the Higher Octaves of Creation, the Mind of God and Nature, Where 
Your Consciousness Is the All-Pervading Presence.  We Are Grateful for Your Rays of 
Light That Draw the Perfection in all God Life Design and Where It Plants the Seeds of 
Wholeness, Creating a Kingdom of Heaven on Earth for All Life in All Kingdoms and 
Dimensions of Life.   

 

Supporting Discourses To This ‘True Constitution’ Petition.  

• 2 Transformation Alchemy Class Understanding Is The Focus St Germain, 20200531 

• 9 Twelve Mind Powers Divine Order Charles Fillmore Master Hilarion, 19180823 

• 3 Ascension Alchemy Class Creative Father Consciousness St Germain, 20200331 

• 1 Christ Returns Speaks His Truth Jesus The Christ Letter 1, 19960706 

• 6 Ascension Alchemy Class Global Day Of Independence St Germain, 20200403 


